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ITEMS
 
A vast repository of human knowledge, Cornell’s Rare and  
Manuscript Collections is home to tens of thousands of books,  
papers, and other treasures—from ancient tablets to graffiti art 

BY BETH SAULNIER 
PHOTOS BY ROBERT BARKER 

F rom the Arts Quad, four 
skylights are the only hint of 
the wonders that lie under
ground. Some fifty feet down 
is a climate-controlled storage 
vault that’s home to Cornell’s 

Rare and Manuscript Collections. Part of 
Kroch Library, it contains items essential 
to scholarship (the world’s second-largest 
collection on poet William Wordsworth); 
to the University (the charter that offi
cially brought Cornell into existence in 
1865); and to history itself (a copy of the 
Gettysburg Address in Lincoln’s own 
hand). Completed in 1992, the facil
ity comprises more than thirty miles of 
shelving containing 500,000 rare books 
and more than 80 million manuscripts, 
as well as another million photographs, 
objects, and more. Scholars come from 
around the world to conduct research— 
the vault is off limits to the public, with 
items delivered to a reading room—but 
no special credentials are required to 
access Kroch’s treasures. While items 
that require special handling are viewed 
by appointment and advance notice 
is required for materials that must be 

retrieved from a storage annex near 
Cornell Orchards, Kroch—unlike many 
of its peers worldwide—is open to all. 
“We don’t want to be that ivory tower,” 
says University Archivist Evan Earle ’02, 
MS ’14. “You could be a high school kid 
researching your grandfather, a hobbyist 
with a casual interest, or a serious scholar 
writing the definitive piece on a partic
ular subject. We’re here for everybody.” 

Rare and Manuscript Collections traces 
its ancestry to University co-founder A.D. 
White, a scholar and book collector who 
donated his trove of 30,000 volumes to 
Cornell in 1891. “He specifically collected 
in certain areas—such as the history of 
science, architecture, world religions, and 
literature—because he knew they would 
be of interest and important to histori
ans,” says Katherine Reagan, assistant 
director for collections and curator of rare 
books and manuscripts. “A lot of those 
still form the nucleus of our rare book 
collections today.” 

And like White—who gathered mate
rial on the Civil War as the conflict was 
raging—the library has always sought to 
remain current. For instance, it acquired 

holdings on literary modernism in the 
Fifties; launched a pioneering Human 
Sexuality Collection in the Eighties; and 
a decade ago established an archive on hip 
hop music and culture. “Our approach to 
collecting has always been based on rein
vention every generation or two, in terms 
of building into new areas,” Reagan says. 
“Not just being on a specific path, but 
looking around us at all times to see what 
opportunities we have to collect a diverse 
body of the human experience.” 

The following pages offer a Kroch tast
ing menu—some two dozen items that 
represent a sampling of the library’s 
diverse holdings. ›
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TENDER IS THE  

NIGHT  (1934):  

This first edition is  

signed by F. Scott  

Fitzgerald to his  

friend George Jean  

Nathan 1904, a  

leading drama critic  

of his day—and the  

model for the acid-

tongued  Addison   

De Witt in the  

classic film All  

About Eve. 

Do you have a scrapbook, diary, photo collection, or other  
memento of your time at Cornell? Such ephemera reflecting the  
Big Red experience may be of interest to the University Archives;  
potential donors can contact Evan Earle at efe4@cornell.edu.  
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LOMBARD GRADUAL (CIRCA 

1450): A “gradual” is a large 

book, featuring lines of music 

and text, from which medieval 

choirs chanted prayers and 

portions of the mass. This one— 

whose binding is decorated with 

metal ornaments and spikes to 

help it withstand daily use—has 

religious images embellished in 

gold leaf on its vellum (animal 

skin) pages. 
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VICTOR TALKING  

MACHINE (CIRCA  

1903): This early  

phonograph  was  

made by the  

pioneering  audio  

company that  

would later be  

acquired by RCA. 

EARLY TREATISE ON WITCHCRAFT (1489): By legal  

scholar Ulrich Molitor, De Lamiis et Pythonicis Mulieribus  

(On Witches and Female Soothsayers) contains several  

images of so-called witches, including the first known  

woodcut illustration of witches in flight.  

EIFFEL TOWER SCHEMATICS (1889):   

This oversized book, entitled The 300-Meter-Tall  

Eiffel Tower at the Universal Exposition of 1889, 

comprises detailed drawings of the Parisian  

landmark’s structure and mechanical systems. 

WILLARD STRAIGHT 

STUMP FRAGMENT 

(CIRCA 1975): The 

remains of a tree felled 

by Dutch elm disease, 

the Stump served as a 

campus soapbox during 

the tumultuous late 

Sixties and early 

Seventies. The library’s 

small fragment bears 

faint traces of graffiti. 
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CANDY CATALOG (1889):  

This colorful offering from  

the Klaus confectionery  

(founded in 1856, with  

offices in France and  

Switzerland) is part of  

the library’s extensive  

collections on food, wine,  

cookery, and gastronomy. TYPEWRITER OF E.B. WHITE  

’21 (CIRCA 1942): The library’s  

sizable White collection includes not  

only the author’s trusty Underwood (and its  

original shipping crate) but his desk, manuscripts,  

correspondence, and more. 

LETTER FROM GEORGE WASHINGTON (1787): In three pages written to David Humphreys—a Revolutionary War colonel and  

Washington’s former aide-de-camp—the Founding Father shares his thoughts on the new nation’s defining document. “The Constitution  

that is submitted is not free from imperfections,” he writes, “but there are as few radical defects in it as could well be expected,  

considering the heterogeneous mass of which the Convention was composed—and the diversity of interests which were to be reconciled.” 
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GRAFFITI BLACK BOOK  

(CIRCA 1977–84): The  

University’s Hip Hop  

Collection—which is the largest  

of its kind in the world and  

includes photos, recordings,  

and the archives of pioneering  

artists—also contains numerous  

notebooks (such as this one  

belonging to Brooklyn’s James  

Top) in which graffiti artists  

sketched and shared designs. 
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FRENCH REVOLUTION FAN (CIRCA 1789):  

A propaganda item made during the Revolution to  

support the cause of constitutional monarchy, this wooden  

fan depicts Marie-Antoinette (at right) and her son (at left),  

with the Place de la Bastille (complete with guillotine) in the  

center; the opposite side includes images of Louis XVI and  

the Marquis de Lafayette. 

SHAKESPEARE  

FIRST FOLIO  

(1623): Of the  

roughly 750 copies  

believed to have  

been printed, fewer  

than a third are  

known to survive.  

The first collection  

of the Bard’s plays  

in a single volume,  

the folio comprises  

thirty-six works,  

half of which— 

including  Macbeth, 

Julius Caesar, and  

The Tempest— 

had never been  

published  before. 
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MAP OF ICELAND (1598): Part of the library’s Fiske Icelandic Collection, this decorative map was published by legendary Dutch cartographer Abraham Ortelius.  

It offers a detailed depiction of fjords, mountains, glaciers, and an erupting volcano, as well as an array of real and fantastical creatures. 

THIRTEENTH  AMENDMENT  (1865):  Cornell’s  

manuscript is one of fourteen commemorative copies of  

the amendment—which formally abolished slavery in the  

U.S.—that were signed by President Lincoln and 150 of  

the Congressmen who voted for it. 

MOZART & BEETHOVEN  

SKETCHES  (UNDATED):  

These brief musical  

sketches,  handwritten  

by the composers, came  

to the library as part of a  

collection of autographs. 
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LGBT ACTIVISM BUTTONS (1980S): 

The library’s groundbreaking 

Human Sexuality Collection includes 

numerous pins advocating LGBT 

causes such as gay rights and HIV/ 

AIDS awareness. 

CUBA BOTANICAL MANUSCRIPT (1826):  

Entitled Specimens of the Plants and Fruits  

of the Island of Cuba, the three-volume  

work—comprising detailed descriptions and  

watercolor  illustrations—was  created  by  

Anne  Kingsbury  Wollstonecraft,  an  aunt  

by marriage of Frankenstein author Mary  

Wollstonecraft  Shelley. 

COUNTERCULTURE COMIC BOOK 

(FEBRUARY 1972): Originally produced for 

Surfer magazine, Tales from the Tube—about 

an “Aqua-noid” named Fluid Floyd searching 

for the next big wave—is part of the library’s 

Underground Comix Collection, much of which 

was created in the San Francisco Bay Area in 

the Sixties and Seventies. 

ISAAC NEWTON’S  PRINCIPIA  (1687):  

When astronomer Carl Sagan was selecting  

materials to include in the “Golden Record”—a missive  

from humanity to the cosmos carried by the Voyager  

probe—he chose these pages from Cornell’s copy of  

Newton’s seminal work (whose full Latin title translates  

as Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy) to  

represent all of Earth’s books. 
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‘HANGING CHAD’ VOTING MACHINE (CIRCA 2000): 

Used in the contested 2000 presidential election, 

this machine from Palm Beach County, Florida, was 

among the problematic devices that used a logistically 

confusing ballot as well as a hole-punch system that 

resulted in numerous unclear votes. 
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PALM LEAF MANUSCRIPT (CIRCA  

1960): Made of dried leaves connected  

with string, the text—written in the  

Northern Thai language—is one of forty  

such items in the library’s Southeast  

Asia Manuscript Collection. 
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A.D. WHITE’S CIVIL WAR SCRAPBOOKS (1861–65): With Cornell in its 

planning stages during the war, the University’s first president filled a 

series of scrapbooks—which he titled Rebellion Miscellany—with such items 

as newspaper clippings, patriotic advertisements, fabric samples, and 

Confederate currency, as a resource for future students and historians. 

EARLY AFRICAN AMERICAN 

PORTRAIT (LATE 1850S): 

The library has numerous portraits 

of African Americans from the 

mid-nineteenth century, including 

this ambrotype (a photo made on 

glass through a process invented 

in that era) of a seated man, in its 

original case. 

CUNEIFORM TABLET (CIRCA 2000  

BC): The library holds more than 200  

of the tablets, excavated near present-

day Basra, Iraq. The oldest items in  

its collection, they bear one of the  

earliest forms of writing, which was  

invented in Sumeria about 3200 BC. 




